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LETTERS
(Continued from page 22)

turous as his had been. Luckily, that did happen although in completely different ways. I
donated the inscribed copy of his book to the
Chiricahua Desert Museum, in Rodeo, N.M.,
to help keep his memory alive (he died in 2018
at the age of 102). Now Steve Wilmeth has
done the same. Small world.
DEXTER OLIVER, DUNCAN, ARIZONA
After all the “news” about politicians and government-paid scientists saving us from their
invented crises, it is good to read about genuine human beings. It is moving to see how
so many are fighting to keep a way of life in
the face of bankers and government inflating
our money and savings into nothingness.
RICH GRANT, BASALT, COLORADO
RANGE does a great service. I hope that some
of the D.C. crowd will at least read and understand that America’s ranch and farm operations are essential to us all.
FRED FREEMON, TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA
ASIDE FROM THE BITCH…
Hey, hope you are doing okay. Just got the latest issue. Your printer still is doing a wonderful job...craftsmanship like that is rarely seen
nowadays. Now for the gripe: That mini section you ran on the border country was daring, informative, well researched, well
written...everything it should be if you are
going to expand the reader’s experience,
which is the point of any magazine after
all...or should be. But we know RANGE’s
stance and yet a third of the way through the
fascinating profile of the Stuart Nelson shepherding article, you stop everything in its
tracks by allowing Nelson to deliver an
extended diatribe about the government versus the shepherd. Fine. It’s a definite and
familiar problem. But damn near every other
article in the magazine puts forth the same
bitch...it would have served you well to reference this in a sentence or two and get on with
the unique lifestyle and historic, almost feudal, conditions in which the Nelsons seem to
thrive. But no, he is allowed to yammer on
with this theme until the reader begins to
wonder if he didn’t read the same argument
in the last story, or maybe the last issue. Driving a thumbtack with a sledgehammer is just
unnecessary, borderline gratuitous. Aside
from this bitch I greatly enjoyed the section
and came away satisfied at the unexpected
(Continued on page 38)

Silk, Silver, T’s, and Toppers.
Fit for you, friends, and neighbors.
■ FANCY SILK WILD RAGS

$29 each!

35x35”. Circle choice(s): Patriot,
Brands Sage, Calico Pink Paisley,
White Polka Dots on black, red,
blue or green.
■ EXTRA FANCY SILK
WILD RAGS $35 each!
35x35”. Circle choice(s): Texas Bronc,
Purple Jacquard, Paisley in black/red,
black/silver or chocolate/green.
■ WILD RAG SCARF SLIDE
Sterling silver. Hand engraved by
Nevada cowboy Pete Schuler.
1-3/4” diameter $95

Scarf colors: www.rangemagazine.com

■ SILK WILD RAG SCARVES

$24 each!

35x35”. Circle color(s): Royal Blue, Black,
Deep Lavender, Fuchsia, Turquoise,
Charcoal, Red, Teal, Chocolate, Bronze,
Maroon and Forest Green.

CALL 1-800-RANGE-4-U
RANGE T-SHIRTS

NEW!

Made in U.S.A. Heavyweight,
100% cotton, preshrunk

■ Black only

■ Red ■ Black ■ Royal Blue
■ Lime Green ■ Purple ■ Gray

M, L, XL
XXL

$20 each
$24 each

(726-4348)

LONG-SLEEVED BLACK LATIN T’S

“Don’t let the bastards grind you down!”
M, L, XL

$30 each

XXL

$35 each

SHORT-SLEEVED LATIN T’S
■ Safari Green ■ Light Denim
M, L, XL
XXL

$21 each
$25 each

HEAD-HUGGER CAPS
with embroidered RANGE logo.
■ Khaki ■ Purple
■ Black ■ Royal Blue
■ Khaki/Navy bill

$18 each
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